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ASC Committee Meeting Minutes 

Date:   Tuesday 17th September 2013 

Present:  John Krebs (Chair), Sam Fankhauser, Martin Parry, Jim Hall, Anne Johnson 
and Graham Wynne.  

Apologies: None 

1. Matters arising 
 
The Committee welcomed Daniel Johns, the new Head of Adaptation in the secretariat.   
 
There was a brief update on the Tri-annual Review, which has been assessing the functions 
provided by non-departmental public bodies. DECC have confirmed that there remains a 
case for the CCC and ASC to continue in their current form. 
 
The Chair noted that all ASC members have been asked by Defra to confirm whether they 
wish to be considered for re-appointment during 2014.  The Chair made clear that his 
preference is for all of the current members to be re-appointed to cover the production and 
launch of the Committee’s statutory report to Parliament in 2015, after there should be a 
rolling programme of new appointments. 
 
The Committee noted that the first part of the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report, on the 
science of climate change, is due to be launched on the 30th September.  A seminar is being 
organised on October 15th to brief CCC and ASC members on the findings. 
 
2. Update on 2014 report work programme 

 
The secretariat introduced a paper setting out a draft narrative for the business theme of 
the 2014 report.  The Committee welcomed the clarity of the paper, which set out various 
options for analysis.  In discussion, the following points were made: 
 

 It will be important to set the context for the business theme by giving a resume of 
the key risks identified by the CCRA 

 It was agreed to not focus analysis on the finance sector due to the limited resource 
available and complexity of the analysis, but to include analysis of the insurance 
industry.  The Committee advised that the secretariat should seek expert views, e.g. 
from the ABI, on the analytical approaches to be taken. 

 Links between the business and infrastructure themes will need to be brought out in 
the analysis and in the writing of the 2014 report, particularly the issue of the 
business resilience to interruptions in critical service provision. 

 The analysis should consider at the outset where policy intervention is likely to be 
required, as the report will be focussing on assessing progress rather than carrying 
out a risk assessment. 
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 It will be important to gain detailed insights of the approaches different companies 
from a range of sectors have taken to assessing the resilience of their supply chains 
to extreme weather and reduced water availability. 

 It was agreed that the focus of any original ASC research should be on the direct 
domestic risks faced by businesses. This should also be on an area not yet considered 
by the Committee, such as the risk of reduced water availability for industry use. 

 The analysis will need to consider the decision-making of businesses in relation to 
how they manage climate risks 

 
The Committee also considered the approach to stakeholder engagement in scoping the 
2014 report.  It was agreed that the secretariat will organise the following sessions in the 
autumn: 
 

 Multinational Enterprises who have undertaken risk assessments of their supply 
chains.   

 Emergency planning policy makers and practitioners 

 Experts on health and climate change 

 Experts on infrastructure resilience 
 
3. Scoping work programme for ASC’s 2015 statutory report 
 
The secretariat introduced a paper that scoped an initial work programme for delivering the 
ASC’s statutory report to Parliament on the progress the Government is making in 
implementing the National Adaptation Programme.  This report is required by the Climate 
Change Act in 2015, two years after the NAP’s publication.  The Committee commended the 
secretariat for starting to plan ahead for 2015 and welcomed the paper. In discussion, the 
following points were made: 
 

 The 2015 report should be structured by the NAP policy themes when reviewing 
implementation of the objectives and actions, but synthesis the assessment by the 
major climate risks. 

 The assessment should include a review of the approach taken to develop the NAP 
objectives, as well as assessing progress with the implementation of specific actions. 

 Indicators will be used to measure progress, particularly in the longer term.   It was 
agreed that there should be a formal ‘call for evidence’ on the ASC full set of 
indicators that could be published alongside the 2014 report. 

 The secretariat should explore adding capacity-building indicators to the ASC’s 
monitoring framework in light of the NAP’s approach.  

 It will be important to build relationships between Committee members and 
relevant Parliamentarians, particularly members of select committees such as the 
Environmental Audit Committee.   

 
5. ASC’s role in 2017 Climate Change Risk Assessment 
 
The Committee welcomed Dr Colin Church, Director of Resource, Atmosphere and 
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Sustainability at Defra, who attended the meeting to update the Committee on Defra’s 
approach to managing the process of delivering the next CCRA, which the Act requires to be 
published in January 2017.  The Act also requires that the ASC advises Ministers on the CCRA 
at least six months before its publication.   
 
Dr Church informed the Committee that Ministers had recently decided to run a 
competitive tendering process to manage the research.  They suggested that they would 
want the ASC to be involved in the process, although there is uncertainty around the exact 
role. Dr Church agreed with the Committee that discussions would continue on this topic 
through the autumn.   
 
Defra’s aim is for the research for the next CCRA to be completed by the end of 2015. A 
Government Report, drawing on the evidence presented, would then be completed by mid-
2016, allowing six months for Cabinet clearance, before being laid in Parliament by January 
2017. The ASC’s statutory advice would therefore run in tandem with the drafting of the 
government’s report. Defra officials aim to have contracts awarded no later than February 
2014. This would allow 18-21 months for the preparation of the evidence report. 
 
Dr Church proposed a cyclic approach to the statutory risk assessments; with a major 
science review every 15 years and smaller reports in between focussed more on 
incorporating wider evidence developments and taking a policy-based approach to look at 
how action has changed the level of risk.  Reviewing the scientific evidence at longer time 
intervals would align with the Research Council funding processes, meaning longer term 
evidence needs could be developed for the ‘wide’ assessments, rather than to short 3-5 
year cycles. The Committee questioned what was being done to ensure these longer term 
evidence needs were being developed and how would this be captured.  
 
It was agreed that there will be further consideration of the ASC’s role once the Defra user 
requirements group had finalised its needs for the next CCRA in mid-October. 
 


